






























































































• First plugin to go through OPG
• Week of testing of the plugin at OPG in Kansas City, MO
• Real-time and displaced real-time scenarios to test plugin
• Forecasters at OPG provided feedback
• Submitted feature and bugs through VLab
• Developers began working on issues immediately
• Provided a new version of plugin for testing the same day or 
next day
Transitioning unique data and research technologies to operations
Snapping to single location
• Feature forecasters asked for during OPG
• Ability to snap all circles to a single location
• Allows monitoring using a graph of a value
Time
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Future
• Delivered in 15.1.1
• Pluggable suggestion framework
– Allows flexibility with automatic tracking of 
features
– Can support multiple modes such as convective, 
or non‐convective
• Other plug‐ins can get updates from Tracking 
Meteogram
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Questions
Jason.E.Burks@nasa.gov
